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SUMMARY
In poikilotherms, temperature changes challenge the integration of physiological function. Within the com-
plex nervous systems of the behaviorally sophisticated coleoid cephalopods, these problems are substan-
tial. RNA editing by adenosine deamination is a well-positioned mechanism for environmental acclimation.
We report that the neural proteome of Octopus bimaculoides undergoes massive reconfigurations via
RNA editing following a temperature challenge. Over 13,000 codons are affected, and many alter proteins
that are vital for neural processes. For two highly temperature-sensitive examples, recoding tunes protein
function. For synaptotagmin, a key component of Ca2+-dependent neurotransmitter release, crystal struc-
tures and supporting experiments show that editing alters Ca2+ binding. For kinesin-1, amotor protein driving
axonal transport, editing regulates transport velocity down microtubules. Seasonal sampling of wild-caught
specimens indicates that temperature-dependent editing occurs in the field as well. These data show that
A-to-I editing tunes neurophysiological function in response to temperature in octopus and most likely other
coleoids.
INTRODUCTION

The temperatures that marine organisms experience can vary

drastically, both spatially and temporally, due to environmental

factors such as tides, thermoclines, and seasons. Because of

the high thermal conductivity of water, these changes pose

physiological challenges to poikilotherms, particularly in their

nervous systems where a variety of molecular and physiological

processes must be properly integrated. Excitability provides a

good example, where the restingmembrane potential and the in-

dividual components of the action potential can have different

temperature dependencies.1–11 To underscore the challenges

associated with integrating these complex processes, even

modest acute temperature changes can result in death, brought

about by a failure of the nervous system.12 Accordingly, molec-

ular and physiological temperature acclimation is a key driver of

organismal success.

Due to its transient nature, genetic information within mRNA

provides an ideal target for acclimation. Many studies have

identified changes in RNA expression, localization, or splicing
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in response to temperature (reviewed by Somero13). RNA editing

by adenosine deamination provides a potentially powerful, highly

specific alternative mechanism for acclimation because it can

directly alter what a messenger RNA encodes. Catalyzed by

the ADAR (adenosine deaminases that act on RNA) family of en-

zymes, specific adenosines are converted to inosine, a mimic for

guanosine during translation and other biological processes.14,15

When editing occurs at a non-synonymous position of a codon

within an mRNA, the codon is recoded to another amino acid.

Thus, editing has the potential to change amino acids both

spatially and temporally in response to environmental change.

Unlike changes within DNA, RNA edits are not binary and can

occur with variable penetrance across the population of RNAs.

Because of its transient, specific, and highly versatile ability to

alter genetic information, RNA editing is well positioned as a

mechanism for acclimation. Few data, however, support the

idea that it is used for this purpose.

RNA editing is rarely used for protein recoding in most

organisms. There are millions of editing sites in human mRNAs,16

and thousands have been identified in mouse,17–19 but the
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vast majority lie within double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) structures

formed by inverted repetitive elements in non-coding por-

tions,19–23 and their role is to prevent an aberrant innate immune

response.24–26 Recoding sites are far less abundant. Only �3%

of human messages harbor a recoding site, and most are only

weakly edited.27 Furthermore, only a few dozen recoding sites

are known to be conserved throughout the mammalian line-

age.27,28 Although there are functionally important editing sites in

mammals, many of the editing sites are likely to provide no adap-

tive advantage.27,29 RNA editing has not been broadly assessed

across invertebrates; however, data from a small number of taxa

indicate that as in mammals, recoding is infrequent. It has been

studied most extensively in Drosophila, where �1,300 recoding

sites have been identified in �4% of Drosophila messages.30–38

Many of these sites are conserved across Drosophila lineages

andare thought tobeunderpositiveselection.37–39Somerecoding

sites were shown to alter protein function,40–46 and it has been

suggested that the primary role of RNA editing in Drosophila is to

fine-tune nervous function.38,43 Thus, the process is used but to

a limited extent.

The coleoid cephalopods (octopuses, squids, and cuttlefishes)

are a clear exception to this pattern. Over 60%of squid brain tran-

scripts (Doryteuthis pealeii) have at least one recoding site, and

many are edited at multiple sites.47 Editing is enriched in tran-

scripts encoding proteins involved in neuronal processes. Similar

levels of editing occur in other squids (Euprymna scolopes andSe-

pioloidea lineolata), cuttlefish (Sepia officinalis), and two species of

octopuses (Octopus vulgaris and Octopus bimaculoides), but not

in nautilus (Nautilus pompilius) or in Aplysia californica, leading to

the conclusion that high-level recoding is a coleoid cephalopod

innovation.48,49 Furthermore, highly edited sites tend to recode,

and a large number of these, along with the structures that drive

editing, are conserved across coleoid taxa.47,48 These data sup-

port the idea that cephalopod editing is under positive selection

and leads to phenotypic advantage.48–50 Individual recoding sites

can directly affect protein function, particularly that of ion channels

and ion transporters.48,51–53 Because cephalopods inhabit excep-

tionally varied marine environments, a central question is whether

their abundant recoding is generally used to respond to environ-

mental changes.

Past studies have hinted that editing may be used for tem-

perature acclimation. For example, a study that examined or-

thologous voltage dependent K+ channel messages from

diverse octopus species demonstrated that positional editing

frequencies correlated well with the thermal environments

from which the specimens were sampled.51 Furthermore, a

specific recoding event in one of the channel’s transmembrane

spans accelerated the channel’s closing rate, and the editing

frequency at this position increased with decreasing water tem-

perature where the animals were captured. In this previous

study, acute temperature changes were not tested, so it was

unclear whether the editing changes were an acclimation or

an adaptation. In a study using Drosophila melanogaster, pop-

ulations inhabiting different temperature microclimates showed

differences in editing frequencies at a large number of sites.54

In related studies, editing in Drosophila melanogaster was

shown to respond to acute temperature changes. However,

these studies were either limited to just a handful of tran-
scripts,55,56 detected a rather small number (<50) of tempera-

ture-sensitive recoding sites,30,57 or found very small changes

in editing.37

In this study, we explore the effects of temperature on recod-

ing across the neural transcriptome of Octopus bimaculoides,

taking advantage of the extensive number of RNA editing sites

in this species and its varied thermal environment. Our data

show that temperature affects �33% of all recoding sites and

that editing changes occur within hours. In the vast majority of

cases, editing frequencies are negatively correlated with tem-

perature, and we identified over 20,000 sites that are edited

more extensively in the cold. Furthermore, we demonstrate

that some sites affect the function of proteins that are key to

neurophysiology. A single, highly temperature-sensitive editing

site in messages encoding kinesin affects the motor’s transport

velocity and run length along microtubules, two key metrics for

axonal transport. By solving the structure and measuring ion

binding of edited and unedited versions of synaptotagmin, we

show that another highly temperature-sensitive editing site reg-

ulates Ca2+ binding, a key physiological property for synaptic

transmission. Lastly, we demonstrate that the editing changes

observed in the lab also take place in the field in the face of

complex and dynamic environments.

RESULTS

Cold-induced RNA editing is abundant in Octopus

bimaculoides

Octopus bimaculoides are found in the Pacific Ocean in

nearshore waters off southern California and northern Baja Cal-

ifornia.58 They are an ideal species for this study because they

experience relatively large seasonal temperature changes,

have a high-quality sequenced genome,59 and a comprehensive

map of editing sites across their neural transcriptome has been

constructed.48 To assess the temperature dependence of RNA

editing, adult wild-caught O. bimaculoides were transferred to

the Marine Biological Laboratory and allowed to equilibrate to

ambient conditions for 2–3 weeks in temperature-controlled

aquaria. At the onset of the experiment, the temperature was

gradually shifted to either �13�C or 22�C (Figure 1A). Tempera-

ture data loggers were placed in each tank, and the time course

of the temperature change was monitored (Figure S1). The cold

temperature shifts were largely complete in 10–12 days. The

warm temperature shifts were much faster because the final

temperature was close to the ambient tank temperature at the

onset. The target temperatures were then maintained for 12–

24 days. At the end of the acclimation period, animals were sacri-

ficed. RNA extracted from the stellate ganglia, a motor center in

the peripheral nervous system that is known to edit at high

levels,48,59 was sequenced to assess RNA editing levels across

the neural transcriptome at all previously mapped editing sites.48

These data revealed that the editing frequencies at a large

number of sites are temperature sensitive. Across the 62,661

editing sites with sufficient coverage, �33% (20,850) had

significantly higher editing levels at 13�C compared to 22�C
(cold-induced), while only �1% (789) had higher editing levels

at 22�C than at 13�C (warm-induced) (Figure 1B; Tables S1

and S2). Furthermore, thousands of these temperature-sensitive
Cell 186, 2544–2555, June 8, 2023 2545
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Figure 1. Octopuses exposed to cold temperatures exhibit stronger RNA editing activity

(A) Octopus bimaculoides (n = 6 per temperature) were kept at 13�C or 22�C for 12–24 days before dissecting stellate ganglia to measure A-to-I editing levels.

(B) A large proportion of the O. bimaculoides editome exhibits increased editing at colder temperature (blue), but only 789 sites show a significant increase in

warm samples (red).

(C) Cold-induced increases in editing levels were both more common and higher in magnitude than warm-induced increases. See also Figure S1. Octopus

drawings are reproduced, with permission, from Roger Hall.
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sites showed robust changes in editing percentages (>5%, up to

51%, Figure 1C). Results were similar among edits that recoded

a codon: 33% (13,285) of sites were cold-induced, and only 1%

(550) were warm-induced (Figure 2A). Cold-induced protein re-

coding via RNA editing was abundant across the transcriptome

but also appeared in distinctive patterns.

Temperature-sensitive recodingsiteswerenot randomlydistrib-

uted across messages. First, transcripts with recoding sites

showingR10%cold-induced change in editing tended to encode

specificclassesofproteins;membraneproteins, especiallysynap-

tic proteins, calcium binding or dependent proteins, and autopha-

gous proteins were particularly enriched (Table S3). Among the

membrane-associated proteins, cold-induced sites were not

foundpreferentially inanyspecificprotein region (e.g., intracellular,

extracellular, or transmembrane spans). Second, cold-induced re-

codingevents tended toconserve thepolarityof theaminoacid (c2

test, p = 1.51e�23, Figures 2B and S2) and generated evolution-

arily conserved substitutions (i.e., positive BLOSUM80 (blocks

substitution matrix 80) scores, t test, p = 8.22e�9, Figures 2C

and S2) more so than warm-induced sites or sites without sig-

nificant temperature-induced changes. These trends suggest

that cold-induced editing favors subtle, common amino acid sub-

stitutions over rare, drastic changes.
2546 Cell 186, 2544–2555, June 8, 2023
A natural question arising from these results is: what controls

the temperature sensitivity that varies across different editing

sites? The underlying mechanism is likely complex and may

involve both global and site-specific factors. We assessed three

of the most likely candidates that could impart temperature

sensitivity on editing. First, we tested for temperature-depen-

dent expression of ADARs, the enzymes that catalyze A-to-I

RNA editing, and found that both octopus ADAR paralogs60

are expressed similarly in our cold and warm acclimated RNA-

seq datasets (t tests, ADAR1: p = 0.79, ADAR2: p = 0.40,

Figure S3A).

A second possible explanation relates to the dsRNA structures

that ADARs recognize. Equilibrium RNA structures are deter-

mined by a temperature-dependent balance of energy and en-

tropy, making all structures more stable at lower temperatures.

The added stability of structures surrounding temperature-sen-

sitive editing sites in the cold might make them more editable.

To test this idea, we followed Avram-Shperling et al.61 and

searched in silico for RNA structures surrounding all known edit-

ing sites, at 13�C and 22�C, to examine whether changes in

dsRNA stability can explain the higher observed editing in the

cold. As expected, the stability of the dsRNA structures in-

creases in the cold in the vast majority of cases, in agreement
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Figure 2. Cold-induced recoding sites are enriched in subtle, common amino acid substitutions

(A) The majority of recoding editing sites do not show a statistically significant temperature sensitivity (gray), but a large proportion (33%, blue) are cold-induced,

and a small proportion are warm-induced (1%, red).

(B) The fraction of recoding sites where amino acid substitutions stayed within the same polarity category is higher in cold-induced sites than warm-induced sites

or sites with insignificant temperature sensitivity. The Bonferroni adjusted p values from pairwise c2 tests are shown above each comparison.

(C) The fraction of recoding sites resulting in evolutionarily common amino acid substitutions (positive BLOSUM scores) is higher in cold-induced sites than sites

with insignificant temperature sensitivity. The Bonferroni adjusted p values from pairwise t tests on the raw BLOSUM scores are shown above each comparison.

See also Figure S2.
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with the general trend toward higher editing. However, we could

not identify any distinguishable relationship between the shift in

free energy due to temperature change and the observed

changes in editing levels among cold-induced sites (Figures

S3B and S3C). Nevertheless, it is possible that subtle changes

in the structure affect the editing levels in ways that are not de-

tected by our in silico RNA structure prediction.

A third potential mechanism to explain temperature-sensitive

editing would be the temperature-dependent expression of

trans-acting proteins that regulate ADAR activity. Site-specific

regulation by ADAR interactors has been demonstrated in the

nervous system of many organisms,62–64 but nothing is known

about ADAR interactors in cephalopods. We made a list of 310

proteins that interact with ADARs in humans and looked at the

temperature dependence of their homologs’ expression in

octopus. Interestingly, 65 were upregulated in the cold, while

only 9 were upregulated at the warmer temperature (Figure S3D;

Table S4). Although these data suggest that some of these inter-

actors could play a role in temperature-sensitive editing, in the

vast majority of cases it is not known whether these proteins up-

regulate or downregulate ADAR activity in humans, and nothing

is known about the conservation of these roles in cephalopods.

Overall, these results raise the possibility of a complex tempera-

ture-dependent regulatory network; however, the mechanistic

underpinnings of temperature-dependent editing remain an

open question.

RNA editing responds to temperature within hours
Cephalopods often face dynamic thermal environments where

the temperature can change rapidly (e.g., due to thermoclines)

or slowly (e.g., due to seasons). Accordingly, the speed at which

RNA editing can recode the pool of messages influences the util-

ity of the process. In order to assess how rapidly editing levels

change, time series experiments were conducted. In one series,

juvenile O. bimaculoides were equilibrated in aquaria to 24�C for

1week afterwhich the temperaturewas reduced to 14�Cover the

course of 20 h (Figure 3A). In a reciprocal series, animals were
equilibrated to 14�C, and then the temperature was raised to

24�C (Figure 3B). These temperatures are reasonable matches

for the temperature range experienced by this species in south-

ern California.65 The 20-h acclimation was required to avoid

temperature shock induced by an acute temperature change.

Animals were sacrificed immediately before the temperature

change and from 0 to 96 h after the temperature change was

complete. RNA was extracted and sequenced, and editing was

quantified at 18 highly temperature-sensitive editing sites (see

Data S1). Cold-induced editing is seen within hours and reaches

a steady state within�4 days. Statistically significant changes in

editing levels were observed both during the 20-h temperature

shift (for the 14�C / 24�C series) and at nearly every time point

afterward during both warm-to-cold and cold-to-warm experi-

ments (Figures 3C and 3D; Table S5). The editing frequencies

observed in animals 96 h after the temperature change were

indistinguishable from those during the long-term temperature

acclimations shown in Figure 1 (paired t tests, cold: p = 0.951,

warm: p = 0.362), suggesting that a new steady state had been

reachedwithin 4 days at both temperatures. These data describe

the time course of temperature-dependent changes in RNA edit-

ing and provide a reference for theminimal time that this process

could be used for temperature acclimation.

Cold-induced editing changes kinesin motility
Given that there are >13,000 cold-induced recoding sites, a cen-

tral question is: to what extent do these changes alter protein

structure and function? To explore this question directly, we

focused on two highly temperature-sensitive recoding sites

within proteins that are critical for nervous system function.

The first site recodes a lysine to an arginine (K282R) in

kinesin-1, the primary molecular motor responsible for moving

cargo in the anterograde direction down microtubules in axons

(see Data S1 for coordinates). The genomically encoded lysine

at this position is universally conserved across 162 species

within 4 phyla (Figure S4A), suggesting purifying selection, and

lies in kinesin’s motor domain that faces the microtubule
Cell 186, 2544–2555, June 8, 2023 2547
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Figure 3. RNA editing changes within hours

and reaches a steady state within days of a

change in temperature

(A and B) Octopuses were sampled before and at

various time points after a 10�C transition from 24�C
to 14�C (A), or 14�C to 24�C (B), that occurred over

20 h.

(C) Editing levels at 18 selected sites (see Data S1)

rise during a 10�C fall in temperature and at every

time point afterward. Each color represents a

different editing site. The black line represents the

mean editing level across all sites. The crosses

represent the mean editing level from the long-term

experiments at the equivalent ending temperature.

Successive time points showing a statistically sig-

nificant difference based on pairwise t tests (see

Table S5) are marked by distinct letters.

(D) Editing levels at 18 selected sites decline during a

10�C rise in temperature and at almost every time

point afterward. Colors and symbols are the same as

described in (C). Octopus drawings are reproduced,

with permission, from Roger Hall.
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(Figure 4A). We thus predicted that it could influence kinesin’s

transport dynamics. Editing at this site undergoes a 30% shift

in response to a 10�C change in temperature (Figure 4B). To

examine the effects on kinesin-1 motility, we utilized an

O. bimaculoides kinesin-1 construct containing the full motor

domain and a portion of the dimerization stalk with a HaloTag

on the C terminus (Figure S4B). Edited and unedited versions

of the protein were visualized walking on Taxol-stabilized micro-

tubules, using TIRF microscopy at 21�C and 11�C. These exper-

iments showed that the edited version of octopus kinesin-1 has

a lower velocity than the wild-type version at both warm and cold

temperatures (t tests, warm: p = 1.7e�6, cold: p = 0.0007; Fig-

ure 4C). Interestingly, the edited version displayed an essentially

temperature-invariant velocity, such that velocity was compara-

ble at both 21�C and 11�C (t test, p = 0.312). The edited version

also had shorter run lengths than wild-type versions at both tem-

peratures (t tests, warm p = 0.029, cold p = 8.9e�7, Figure 4D).

Finally, the edited kinesin-1 had a greater propensity to be

stationary at both temperatures (Figure 4E). The conservation

of the lysine across kinesin-1 proteins suggests that recoding

to arginine would have similar effects across species. Indeed,

mutation of K283R in rat kinesin-1 (KIF5C) resulted in a similar

decrease in velocity and run length (Figures S4B and S4C).

Taken together, these results suggest that recoding of a

conserved residue in the Octopus bimaculoides kinesin-1 motor

domain alters motility properties, including transport velocity

and run length, in a temperature-dependent manner.

Cold-induced editing modifies synaptotagmin structure
and Ca2+ binding
To explore how another temperature-sensitive editing site im-

pacts protein function, we examined an I / V recoding event

in synaptotagmin-1 (Syt1), a key protein involved in synaptic

transmission (see Data S1 for coordinates). The I248V edit is

highly temperature sensitive, increasing by 24% in the cold

(Figure 5B). Among 32 molluscan sequences, >60% have either

I or V at this position, with the remaining sequences mostly
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containing other non-polar residues. Syt1 lies at the interface

of neurotransmitter-containing presynaptic vesicles and the pre-

synaptic membrane. When the concentration of intracellular

Ca2+ rises during presynaptic excitation, Ca2+ ions bind to syn-

aptotagmin and induce a conformational change that promotes

the initiation of vesicle docking to the presynaptic membrane.

Synaptotagmin is composed of an N-terminal transmembrane

domain embedded in the synaptic vesicle and two calcium-bind-

ing domains (C2A and C2B). Each C2 domain is capable of bind-

ing at least two Ca2+ ions as well as phospholipid membranes.66

The C2A domain is composed of 8 b sheets with neighboring

high-affinity and low-affinity Ca2+ ion-binding sites. Phospholipid

binding, which is promoted by the boundCa2+ ions, occurs at the

same location as ion binding, both at one end of the domain.67

Based on protein structures from rat, the I248V edit is on the

opposite side of the C2A domain from Ca2+ ion-binding sites.68

To assess the impact of this edit, we first solved the structure of

the wild-type and the I248V C2A domains via X-ray crystallog-

raphy. The high-resolution (1.85 Å) crystal structures of Octopus

Syt1 C2A matched very closely to the rat Syt1 C2A domain,

composed of 8 b sheets mapping to homologous positions of

the primary structure (RMSD= 0.552 Å, Table S6). The position

248 lies within an exposed loop between b strands 6 and 7, on

theopposite sideof thedomain to the ion-bindingsites (Figure5A).

In the unedited Syt1 C2A domain structure, I248 is in direct con-

tact with the hydrophobic core of the domain and has a relatively

low solvent accessibility surface (SAS) of 25 Å2. In the edited

version, the side chain is completely exposed to solvent, with an

SAS exposure of 103 Å2, a change brought about by the elimina-

tion of a singlemethyl group. Furthermore, the b6–7 loop contain-

ing this position is fairly rigid. The overall B-factor for thewild-type

C2A domain is 45.26 Å2 (Table S6). The average B-factor for res-

idues that make up the b6–7 loop of the unedited C2A domain

(residues 238–250) is 60.1 Å2, indicating that the loop ismore flex-

ible, on average, than the macromolecule itself, despite being

associatedwith the hydrophobic core of the domain. In the edited

C2A structure, however, the loop possessing the edited residue
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Figure 4. An editing site (K282R) on the motor domain of kinesin-1 is highly temperature sensitive and induces strong changes in motility

(A) Human monomeric kinesin (KIF5B) bound to tubulin (RCSB: 2P4N). Side chains are revealed for editing site and 10 conserved neighboring residues.

(B) The K282R editing site is highly temperature sensitive. Point data are shown from amplicon sequencing of a 4-day time-lapse experiment. Dotted horizontal

lines represent editing levels during long-term temperature exposures at 13�C (blue) and 22�C (red).

(C–E) Motility properties of individual wild-type (WT) and edited (K282R) octopus kinesin-1 along Taxol-stabilized microtubules was visualized using single-

molecule TIRF microscopy. From kymographs, the (C) velocity, (D) run length, and (E) proportion of motile and stationary kinesins were determined. Motility

properties were compared between WT and edited (K282R) kinesins at 21�C and 11�C (t tests, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, and ****p < 0.0001).

(E) The proportion of motile and stationary kinesins observed along microtubules were compared betweenWT and K282R and between temperatures. Error bars

represent standard error. See also Figure S4.
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(V248) is exposed to solvent, yet still relatively rigid. The B-factor

for the edited domain overall is 35.2 Å2, while the refined B-factor

for the residue range around the loop is 35.7 Å2. However, despite

the relative rigidity in the loops, theb6–7 loop for thewild-typeC2A

domain is flipped inward,with the I248 residue directly contacting

the hydrophobic core, while the same residue in the edited C2A

domain (V248)wasflippedout. There arenoothermajor structural

differences between the wild-type and edited C2A domain struc-

tures. Thus, editing generates a very specific change that may be

poised to fine-tune function.

We next examined whether this small structural change might

affect Ca2+ ion binding, despite its distance from the Ca2+ ion-

binding sites (Figure 5A). Using isothermal titration calorimetry

(ITC), we directly examined the Ca2+ binding affinities of the edi-

ted and unedited recombinant proteins. Surprisingly, we found

that the I248V edit lowers the binding affinity of the first bound

Ca2+ (KD1) by nearly 60% (t test, p = 0.003), while the affinity
for the second Ca2+ (KD2) remains unchanged (t test, p = 0.59,

Figure 5C). Together, these results demonstrate that the removal

of a single methyl group on the C2A domain of Syt1 changes the

protein’s conformation sufficiently to alter Ca2+-binding dy-

namics in response to temperature.

Wild populations exhibit temperature-sensitive RNA
editing
Our data on laboratory-raised animals demonstrated that temper-

ature changes editing levels under tightly controlled conditions:

animalswerehousedunder identical conditionsoutsideof temper-

ature. A natural question is whether temperature would induce a

similar effect seasonally on wild-caught specimens confronting

dynamic, varied environments. To address this, we collected adult

specimens of O. bimaculoides during the winter and late summer

in shallow waters near Long Beach, CA, USA. Prior to collection,

temperature data loggers were placed near the octopuses’ dens,
Cell 186, 2544–2555, June 8, 2023 2549
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Figure 5. A cold-induced editing site (I248V)

on the C2A domain of synaptotagmin-1

changes protein conformation to alter Ca2+-

binding affinity

(A) Wild-type (WT) Octopus bimaculoides

synaptotagmin-1 C2A domain (blue, RCSB: 8FAF)

and the I248V edited version (tan, RCSB: 8FAM)

superimposed together. Top image shows the entire

C2A domain including the Ca2+-binding region. The

inset below zooms in on residue 248 and the sur-

rounding loop between b strands 6 and 7, showing

the change in conformation caused by the edit. See

also Table S6.

(B) The I248V editing site is highly temperature

sensitive. Point data are shown from amplicon

sequencing of a 4-day time-lapse experiment.

Dotted horizontal lines represent editing level during

long-term temperature exposures at 13�C (blue) and

22�C (red).

(C) Ca2+-binding affinity of the first (KD1) and second

(KD2) Ca
2+ ions to bind the C2A domain was deter-

mined via ITC for both the WT and I248V domains (t

tests **p < 0.01). Data are presented as mean ± SD.
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and the water temperature was recorded for 1–2 months before

collection. Thewater temperaturewas 21�C–22�C in the late sum-

mer and �15�C in the winter during the week prior to collection

(Figure S5). After collection, the extent of editing for the kinesin-1

K282R and the synaptotagmin I248V sites was determined by

PCR followedbydirect sequencing. Both sites exhibited robust in-

creases in editing frequencies in the cold (Figure 6A, t tests, p =

0.0001, p = 0.001, respectively), and the magnitudes were strik-

ingly similar to those observed for the lab-reared animals (Fig-

ure 4B).Wenext askedwhether temperature-dependent recoding

at these sites is evolutionarily conserved.Octopusbimaculatus is a

closely related congenerofO.bimaculoides that inhabits the same

geographical range.69 We collected specimens ofO. bimaculatus

off Santa Catalina Island, CA, using SCUBA during the same

months that we collectedO. bimaculoides. Data loggers for these

experiments showed a temperature of �16�C in the winter and

�22�C in the late summer (Figure S5). Editing at the kinesin-1

K282R and synaptotagmin I248V sites was conserved in this spe-

cies and showed a similar temperature dependence (Figure 6B, t

tests, p = 0.002, p = 1.22e�8), as the seasonal values matched

closely with those from O. bimaculoides. These data showed

that RNA editing for these two temperature-dependent sites is

evolutionarily conserved across these two species.

DISCUSSION

As a mechanism for environmental acclimation, A/ I RNA edit-

ing appears ideal. It has thepotential to recode single aminoacids
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within proteins transiently, as needed. Data

that support this idea, however, are remark-

ably limited. Studies on Drosophila spp re-

ported 17–47 temperature-sensitive recod-

ing editing sites,30,55,56 and a study on

hibernating ground squirrels uncovered 12

recoding sites.57 Most of these sites
showed small changes in editing. A previous study on various

octopus species showed that editing at specific sites in a K+

channel message correlated well with the thermal environment

from which the animals were sampled, but it was not determined

whether these differences were due to acclimation or adapta-

tion.51 The physiological effects of the recoding event were only

examined in the octopus study. Here, we demonstrate that: (1)

temperature-sensitive RNA editing in coleoid cephalopods is

abundant (20,850 sites), (2) the changes in editing occur rapidly

following a temperature change (i.e., within hours), (3) recoding

events affect the structure and function of proteins involved in

critical neuronal functions, and (4) temperature-dependent re-

coding is robust in the face of dynamic environments. Therefore,

for coleoid cephalopods, and perhaps other poikilotherms, RNA

editing appears to be a valuable tool for fine-tuning neurophysio-

logical function in response to temperature.

At the vast majority of temperature-dependent sites, editing

increases in the cold. This is true for the sites uncovered in this

study and also for those reported for Drosophila and ground

squirrels during hibernation. The mechanism underlying this

phenomenon remains unclear. We addressed three possibilities,

but methodological limitations prevent our reaching firm conclu-

sions. It should be noted that the extent of temperature-depen-

dent changes in editing levels varies considerably across sites

(Figure 1C) and thus a global mechanism is unlikely the only un-

derlying mechanism. The identification of the factors that drive

temperature sensitivity in editingwill help us to better understand

the evolution of this process.



A B Figure 6. Temperature-sensitive editing sites

discovered in the laboratory show compara-

ble temperature sensitivity in wild-caught an-

imals undergoing seasonal temperature

(A) Kinesin-1 K282R and synaptotagmin-1 I248V

editing sites present inO. bimaculoides caught in the

wild both exhibit higher editing in February (15�C,
blue) than in September (21�C, red) based on t tests,

corroborating laboratory experiments.

(B) The same temperature-dependent pattern is

conserved in the sister species Octopus bimacula-

tus caught in the wild (t tests, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001,

and ****p < 0.0001). See also Figure S5.
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Is temperature-dependent RNA editing used for acclimation,

or is it simply a byproduct of the temperature changes? A

detailed examination of how recoding events affect protein func-

tion can provide critical data to answer this question. At the

outset one might expect editing sites used for temperature accli-

mation to increase reaction rates in order to compensate for the

cold. In the limited number of cases where the functional effects

of cephalopod edits have been studied, they do accelerate reac-

tion rates. For example, an I/ V edit in the squid Na+/K+ ATPase

increases the transport rate, and the same change in a K+ chan-

nel increases the closing rate,51,52 consistent with temperature

compensation, but it was not determined if their editing fre-

quencies underwent acute changes due to temperature. In this

study, we show that a single I/ V edit in the C2A domain of syn-

aptotagmin decreases its affinity for one of the two Ca2+ ions that

it binds. This might help compensate for increased calcium con-

centrations caused by longer duration depolarizations of cepha-

lopod presynaptic terminals in the cold.6,8

It is remarkable that the loss of a single methyl group from the

side chain of the edited residue so far away from the Ca2+-bind-

ing sites would change the binding affinity, but this is not

unprecedented. Site-directedmutagenesis has shown that point

mutations far away from active or catalytic sites can change

temperature-stability and temperature-dependent function of

molluscan proteins.70 In the synaptotagmin example here, the

most likely mechanism is that transient interactions of the valine

residue with the core of the domain transmit small reorientations

of the residues that make up the hydrophobic core, thereby

impacting the Ca2+-binding residues on the other end of the

domain. The idea of an intra-domain allosteric communications

network transmitted through the hydrophobic core is an under-

appreciated concept in altering the activity of C2 domains. Squid

Syt1 has an I >M editing site at the same locus,47,48 and our data

have shown that it too is temperature sensitive (unpublished

data). As most other synaptotagmin C2A domains that have

been sequenced utilize a polar residue at this locus, this may

be a unique feature of cephalopod synaptotagmin.

As a second example of the functional effects of temperature-

dependent recoding, we found that a cold-induced editing site in

kinesin-1’s motor domain led to a decline in motility. Upon first

consideration, the slowing of kinesin under colder temperatures

seems counterintuitive, as one might expect it to accelerate to
help compensate for the cold. However,

we presume that changes in cellular cargo
transport rates should optimally match the changes in

general cellular processes so that supply matches demand.

The rate of most cellular processes increase 2–33 for every

10�C within the temperature range at which an organism is

adapted.71 Similarly, axoplasmic transport rates measured in a

variety of animals also show 2–33 changes over a 10�C change

in temperature.72–74 The wild-type octopus kinesin measured

here, however, showed only a 1.23 difference in velocity over

a 10�C gradient, appreciably less temperature sensitive than ex-

pected. Shifting from a relatively fast wild-type kinesin in the

warm to a relatively slow edited kinesin in the cold, however, in-

creases its temperature sensitivity, perhaps better matching

other cellular processes dependent on cargo transport that are

more temperature sensitive. Furthermore, cellular cargo trans-

port rates at a given temperature are dependent on both kinesin

and cytoplasmic dynein in a ‘‘tug-of-war’’ pulling the cargo in

opposite directions along a microtubule. Additional recoding

editing sites on kinesin or dynein, whether temperature sensitive

or not, may also modulate overall transport rates. In the

O. bimaculoides editome,48 there are 17 recoding editing sites

in kinesin-1 heavy-chain mRNA and 8 are temperature sensitive

(although none as strongly as K282R). Thus, the K282R edit does

not occur in isolation but rather in concert with other editing

events and may exert its function in an epistatic manner. Cyto-

plasmic dynein-1 heavy chain has 78 recoding editing sites, 39

of which are temperature sensitive. The ability of these motors

to drive axonal transport depends not just on velocity and run

length of individual motors, as measured here, but also on their

ability to work collectively as teams on a cargo and to withstand

opposing forces during transport. Thus, it will be necessary to

examine the collective effects of the recoding sites on transport.

The sheer number of temperature-sensitive and insensitive re-

coding sites in cephalopod motor molecules is a profound

example of the regulatory potential of RNA editing.

Our data show that temperature-dependent recoding is wide-

spread across the neural transcriptome. What is it being used to

regulate? Phospholipid membranes are one of the most temper-

ature-sensitive cellular structures, and cells must actively modu-

late their fluidity to compensate for temperature.75 Proteins

embedded within the membranes must also compensate for

the viscous drag associated with their movement within these

structures.76 This is especially critical in physiologically dynamic
Cell 186, 2544–2555, June 8, 2023 2551
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regions of the membrane such as at the synapse. Therefore, it is

unsurprising that membrane-associated proteins, and synaptic

proteins in general, possess a disproportionately large number

of cold-induced recoding sites. In addition, our results indicate

that temperature-dependent changes in editing begin within

hours but take 3–4 days to reach a new steady state. This likely

is due to the balance between the rates of mRNA synthesis and

decay. For the effects of recoding to be realized, the rates of pro-

tein synthesis and decay must also be factored in. Therefore, it

may be expected for RNA editing-mediated amino acid recoding

to take several days to a week to reach a new steady state after

a temperature change. In marine environments, temperature

can change appreciably over the course of days to months

due to factors such as upwelling events, the seasons, or

seasonal migrations. RNA editing would not be well suited to

accommodate rapid temperature changes due to the tides or

crossing thermoclines.

We show two examples of functional effects caused by recod-

ing on keystone neurophysiological properties: axonal transport

and synaptic transmission. Due to the extraordinarily large num-

ber of temperature-sensitive events, we expect that their effects

are widespread across neurophysiological processes. Further-

more, it will be interesting to see whether RNA editing can

respond to other changes in the physical environment. In the

larger picture, the evolutionary pressures that drove the coleoid

cephalopods, but not other poikilotherms, to adopt high-level

mRNA recoding remain enigmatic and fascinating.

Limitations of the study
We present robust evidence that temperature-induced RNA ed-

iting can alter the performance of key neuronal proteins. Howev-

er, at present, it is not possible to assess the functional impacts

of these changes at cellular or organismal scales. Recent ad-

vancements in the development of genetic tools for cephalopod

species77,78 may provide the means to hardwire edited or uned-

ited codons within transgenic lines in order to study the effects of

individual editing sites at higher levels of biological organization.

The mechanism that drives temperature sensitivity remains

unclear. The expression levels of ADAR messages appear to

be similar across temperatures; however, our data do not rule

out post-transcriptional mechanisms controlling ADAR protein

expression. In addition, we could not identify differences in the

thermal stabilities of mRNA structures surrounding tempera-

ture-sensitive and insensitive editing sites; however, our folding

prediction is limited, and it is possible that small perturbations in

the dsRNA structures, which are not seen using bulk in silico

folding algorithms, play an important role. Expression of many

octopus homologs to known ADAR interactors are upregulated

in the cold, but these results must be interpreted with caution

because ADAR interactions are known to be cell-type and devel-

opmental stage specific.62,63 It is also quite possible that re-

ported ADAR interactors in human cell lines play different roles

in octopus neurons. Furthermore, it is likely that many cepha-

lopod-specific ADAR interactors remain undescribed and could

play a role in temperature-sensitive editing. In this study, the

function of single editing sites was studied. It should be noted

that many cephalopod transcripts contain multiple editing sites,

and epistatic interactions between these sitesmay be important.
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In general, the mechanism that drives abundant recoding in co-

leoid cephalopods is poorly understood. A better understanding

of the contribution of each ADAR paralog may help us to better

understand the process and its temperature dependence.
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Bacterial and virus strains

DH5a E. coli cells New England BioLabs Cat#C2987H

Biological samples

Octopus bimaculoides Aquatic Research Consultants fishes4study.com

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Schneider’s Drosophila medium Gibco Cat#21720024

Fetal bovine serum Gibco Cat#16000044

Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle

Medium (DMEM)

Gibco Cat#11960

Fetal Clone III serum HyClone Cat#SH30109.03

GlutaMAX supplement Gibco Cat#35050061

RNAlater Invitrogen Cat#AM7021

TRIzol reagent Invitrogen Cat#15596026

GlycoBlue Coprecipitant Invitrogen Cat#AM9516

DNase I New England BioLabs Cat# M0303S

Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase New England BioLabs Cat#M0530L

Lipofectamine LTX with PLUS reagent Invitrogen Cat#15338100

Janelia Fluor 552 (JF552) Halo ligand Janelia Farms Cat#JF552

Trans-IT LT1 Mirus Cat#MIR2305

Protease inhibitors Sigma-Aldrich Cat#P8340

HiLyte488 tubulin Cytoskeleton Cat#TL488M

Biotin-labeled tubulin Cytoskeleton Cat#T333P

HiLyte647 tubulin Cytoskeleton Cat#TL670M

Taxol Cytoskeleton Cat#TXD01

Bovine serum albumin (BSA) Sigma Cat#A9647

Casein Sigma Cat#C8654

Glucose oxidase Sigma-Aldrich Cat#G7141-10KU

Catalase Sigma Cat#C3515

Aminopropyltrimethoxysilane Sigma Cat#A3648

mPEG Laysan Bio Cat#MPEG-SVA-5000

Biotin-PEG Laysan Bio Cat#BIO-PEG-SVA-5000

Disuccinimidyl tartrate Soltec Bioscience Cat#CL108

NeutrAvidin protein Thermo Scientific Cat#31000

Restriction enzyme: NdeI New England BioLabs Cat#R0111

Restriction enzyme: XhoI New England BioLabs Cat#R0146

Restriction enzyme: EcoRI New England BioLabs Cat#R0101

IPTG UBPBio Cat#P1010-25

His60 Ni Superflow Resin Takara Cat#635660

TEV protease AddGene Cat#pRK793

SP Sepharose Fast Flow Cytiva Cat#17072901

Superdex 75 Prep Grade Cytiva Cat#17104402

Critical commercial assays

RNAqueous Phenol-free total RNA

Isolation kit

Invitrogen Cat#AM1912

(Continued on next page)
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

TruSeq Stranded mRNA Sample Prep Kit Illumina Cat#20020594

AccuScript High Fidelity 1st Strand cDNA

Synthesis Kit

Agilent Cat#200820

Monarch DNA Gel Extraction Kit New England BioLabs Cat#T1020L

Gibson Assembly Master Mix New England BioLabs Cat#E2611L

QuikChange II Site-directed

Mutagenesis kit

Agilent Cat#200523

Mix and Go! Transformation kit Zymogen Cat#T3001

Deposited data

Illumina reads This paper SRA: PRJNA948369

X-ray crystallography structure of unedited

octopus synaptotagmin-1

This paper PDB: 8FAF

X-ray crystallography structure of edited

octopus synaptotagmin-1

This paper PDB: 8FAM

Experimental models: Cell lines

Drosophila S2 cells DGRC RRID: CVCL_TZ72

COS-7 cells (monkey kidney fibroblast) ATCC RRID: CVCL_0224

Oligonucleotides

See Data S1 for amplicon primers This paper N/A

Recombinant DNA

Plasmid: pAc5.1 V5-HisB Dr. Patrick Emery, University

of Massachusetts

N/A

Plasmid: rat kinesin-1 (KIF5C, residues

1-559) appended by 3 tandem mCitrine

fluorophores

Cai et al.79 N/A

Plasmid: Octopus wild-type kinesin This paper AddGene: 201551

Plasmid: Octopus K282R edited kinesin This paper AddGene: 201552

Plasmid: Octopus wild-type synaptotagmin This paper AddGene: 201553

Plasmid: Octopus I248V edited

synaptotagmin

This paper AddGene: 201554

Software and algorithms

Nikon Elements Nikon https://www.microscope.healthcare.nikon.

com/products/software/nis-elements

Fiji/ImageJ2 Schindelin et al.80 https://imagej.net/software/fiji

HKL HKL Research https://hkl-xray.com

Phenix Liebschner et al.81 http://www.phenix-online.org

Biopython Cock et al.82 https://biopython.org

nanoAnalyze TA Instruments https://www.tainstruments.com/

itcrun-dscrun-nanoanalyze-software

Bowtie2 (v2.1.0 and 2.3.2) Langmead and Salzberg83 https://bowtie-bio.sourceforge.net/

bowtie2/index.shtml

REDItools (v1.0.4) Picardi and Pesole84 https://github.com/BioinfoUNIBA/

REDItools

Salmon (v0.8.2) Patro et al.85 https://salmon.readthedocs.io/en/latest

R (v4.2.1) R Core Team86 https://cran.r-project.org

R package: Biostrings (v2.64.0) Pagès et al.87 https://bioconductor.org/packages/

release/bioc/html/Biostrings.html

DAVID Functional Annotation Tool (v6.8) Huang et al.88 https://david.ncifcrf.gov

DeepTMHMM Hallgren et al.89 https://dtu.biolib.com/DeepTMHMM

(Continued on next page)
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

BLAST (v2.13.0+) Camacho et al.90 https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/doc/

blast-help/downloadblastdata.html

Prism (v8.0.0 (224)) GraphPad https://www.graphpad.com

R package: respirometry (v1.3.0) Birk91 https://cran.r-project.org/

package=respirometry

Original code to analyze data and

create figures

This paper; GitHub; Zenodo https://github.com/matthewabirk/

Temperature-dependent-RNA-editing;

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7874071

R package: DESeq2 (v1.36.0) Love et al.92 https://bioconductor.org/packages/

release/bioc/html/DESeq2.html

R package: apeglm (v1.18.0) Zhu et al.93 https://bioconductor.org/packages/

release/bioc/html/apeglm.html

RNAStructure Reuter and Mathews94 https://www.urmc.rochester.edu/rna/

bpRNA Danaee et al.95 https://github.com/padidehdanaee/bpRNA

Other

Illumina HiSeq2000 sequencing platform Illumina N/A

#1.5 coverslip for imaging kinesin Fisher Scientific Cat#2850-18

Glass slide for imaging kinesin Fisher Scientific Cat#12-544-3

Inverted microscope Ti-E/B equipped with

perfect focus system, a 1003 1.49 NA oil

immersion TIRF objective, and three

20-mW diode lasers (488 nm, 561 nm,

and 640 nm)

Nikon N/A

Electron-multiplying charge-coupled

device detector

Andor Technology Cat#iXon X3DU897

TIRF microscope with 603 1.49NA

objective, a 1.6X zoom lens on an Olympus

IX81 microscope base with cellTIRF

module, equipped with a 50mW 488nm

laser and 100mW 561nm laser

Olympus N/A

PID controller TE Technology Cat#TC-24-10

Rigaku Screen Machine fitted with a Saturn

CCD detector

Rigaku Americas Corporation Out of production

nanoITC TA Instruments https://www.tainstruments.com/pdf/

brochure/BROCH-MICRO-EN.pdf

HOBO pendant temperature data logger Onset Cat#UA-002-64
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Joshua

Rosenthal (jrosenthal@mbl.edu).

Materials availability
Plasmids generated in this study have been deposited to AddGene. Accession numbers are listed in the key resources table.

Data and code availability
d Illumina RNASeq data have been deposited at the NCBI SRA and are publicly available as of the date of publication. Accession

numbers are listed in the key resources table. X-ray crystallography structures have been deposited at the RCSB PDB and are

publicly available as of the date of publication. Accession numbers are listed in the key resources table.

d All original code has been deposited at GitHub and Zenodo and is publicly available as of the date of publication. URLs and

DOIs are listed in the key resources table.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Octopus bimaculoides

For the initial 12-24 day temperature trials, adult California two-spot octopuses (Octopus bimaculoides) were collected from Long

Beach, CA, USA by a commercial vendor (Aquatic Research Consultants), shipped to the Marine Biological Laboratory (MBL) in

Woods Hole, MA, USA, and held in flow-through seawater systems until trials began.

For time course experiments, an adult female with eggswas collected from Long Beach, CA, USA by a commercial vendor (Aquatic

Research Consultants), shipped to the Marine Biological Laboratory (MBL) in Woods Hole, MA, USA, and held in a flow-through

seawater system. Upon hatching, juvenile O. bimaculoides (n=12; 0.5-4.6 g) were held in isolation in flow-through seawater systems

and fed grass shrimp twice daily before and during temperature acclimation trials. Although the use of cephalopods for research is

not currently regulated in the USA, the Marine Biological Laboratory has implemented strict internal policies to ensure their ethical

and humane treatment. All cephalopod specimens used in this study conformed to the Marine Biological Laboratory’s ‘Policy for

the use of cephalopods for research and teaching’. Since February 2022, all cephalopod research at the MBL has required

IACUC approval and this work was conducted under the approved protocol number 22-13A to JJCR.

Wild juvenile and adult Octopus bimaculoides specimens were collected from Long Beach, CA, USA by Aquatic Research

Consultants in September 2019 (n=4, 80-122 g, 2 female 2 male, T=21�C) and February 2022 (n=4, 69-107 g, all male, T=15�C).

Octopus bimaculatus

Wild juvenile and adult specimens ofOctopus bimaculatuswere collected by SCUBA diving from TwoHarbors, CA on Santa Catalina

Island in September 2019 (n=11, 42-283 g, 5 female 6 male, T=22�C) and February/March 2020 (n=11, 106-456 g, 5 female 5 male 1

uncertain sex, T=16�C).

Drosophila S2 cells
Drosophila S2 cells were cultured in Schneider’s Drosophila medium (Gibco) supplemented with 10% (vol/vol) FBS (HyClone)

at 26�C.

COS-7 cells
COS-7 cells (monkey kidney fibroblast, ATCC, RRID: CVCL_0224) were cultured in DMEM (Cat #11960; Gibco) with 10% (vol/vol)

Fetal Clone III (HyClone) and 1% (vol/vol) GlutaMAX (Gibco) at 37�C with 5% CO2.

Escherichia coli DH5a cells
DH5a E. coli competent cells were ordered fromNewEngland BioLabs (C2987H). After transformation, cells were plated on antibiotic

agar plates and colonies were cultured in LB media supplemented with antibiotic at 37�C and 250 rpm.

METHOD DETAILS

Octopus temperature acclimation
Adult California two-spot octopuses (Octopus bimaculoides69) were acclimated to either 13 or 22�C seawater over approximately

two weeks and held at these treatment temperatures for 12-24 days (n=3 for each temperature, Figure S1). At the end of the trial,

animals were sacrificed and stellate ganglia were dissected. Stellate ganglion samples destined for RNA extraction were immediately

preserved in RNAlater. All samples were then stored at�80�C. This trial was then repeated for a further 6 animals (3 at each temper-

ature). The time course of the temperature changes for each tank was recorded via data-loggers and is presented in Figure S1.

Temperature-sensitive editing site discovery
For the transcriptome-wide assessment of site-specific editing frequencies at different temperatures, total RNA was extracted from

stellate ganglia using the RNAqueous solution (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA). RNA-Seq libraries were prepared from these sam-

ples using the TruSeq StrandedmRNA Sample Prep Kit, as described by the manufacturer (Illumina), and were sequenced using one

lane for each sample on an Illumina HiSeq 2000 instrument.

Time course of changes in RNA editing
To assess the time-course of changes in RNA editing levels in response to temperature, juvenile O. bimaculoides (n=12; 0.5-4.6 g)

were acclimated in a flow-through seawater system at 14�C for 3+weeks. As a baseline, three individuals were sacrificed and stellate

ganglia were dissected. Immediately thereafter, the seawater was heated at a rate of 0.5�C / hour to 24�C and further samples were

collected at times 0, 8, 24, and 96 hours after reaching 24�C (n=2-3 per timepoint). A similar trial was also conducted from 24�C to

14�Cwith samples collected before the temperature change and 24, 48, and 96 hours after reaching 14�C (n=2 per timepoint). For all

experiments, animal euthanasia was conducted by a 5-minute immersion in seawater containing 3% ethanol.

To quantify single editing sites from these animals, tissue samples were immediately ground in 0.5-1.0 mL ice-cold TRIzol Reagent

(Invitrogen) and processed following the manufacturer’s instructions for RNA isolation. 3 mL of GlycoBlue Coprecipitant (Invitrogen)
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were added to facilitate RNA precipitation and RNA pellets were resuspended in 20 mL of DEPC-treated water. Samples were treated

with dNase I (NEB) following the manufacturer’s instructions. cDNA was then synthesized using the AccuScript High Fidelity 1st

Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (Agilent) following the manufacturer’s instructions using an oligo(dT) primer.

Editing levels were quantified for 18 editing sites within fourmessages that were shown to be cold-induced from the transcriptome-

wide analysis. The four messages were targeted for amplicon sequencing (see Data S1 for editing sites and primer sequences), and

PCR amplified using Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (NEB). Amplicons were purified from agarose gel slices using the Mon-

arch DNAGel Extraction Kit (NEB) and then directly sequenced by a commercial vendor (Genewiz) using the Sanger protocol. Editing

levels were quantified at 18 editing sites by comparing the T and C peak heights within the electropherograms in the strand opposing

the target sites. Sequencing the antisense strand improves peak accuracy compared to A or G peaks in the sense strand.96

Single-molecule motility assays of kinesin
Plasmid constructs

Wild-type and edited (K282R) versions of octopus kinesin-1 (KIF5, residues 1-558) were chemically synthesized with a HaloTag ap-

pended on their C-terminus by aG4S linkage (Figure S4B). These products were cloned into the EcoRI site of pAc5.1 V5-HisB plasmid

(generously provided by Dr. P. Emery, University of Massachusetts) by Gibson assembly. Plasmids were then transformed into DH5a

E. coli cells and the final product was verified by Sanger sequencing. In addition, as a positive control, a plasmid encoding rat

kinesin-1 (KIF5C, residues 1-559) appended by 3 tandem mCitrine fluorophores79 was mutated at the equivalent to position 282

from Octopus to create an arginine (rat K283R) using a QuikChange II site-directed mutagenesis kit (Agilent).

Cell culture, transfection, and cell lysates

Plasmids were transfected into cultured cells for protein production. Octopus kinesin-HaloTag plasmids (wild-type and K282R)

were transfected into Drosophila S2 cells using Lipofectamine LTX with PLUS reagent (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s

instructions. Meanwhile, the protein was fluorescently labeled by the inclusion of 50 nM JF552 Halo ligand (Janelia Farms) in the

growth medium. Rat kinesin-1 KIF5C(1-559)-3xmCit plasmids (wild-type and K283R) were transfected into COS-7 cells using

Trans-IT LT1 (Mirus) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

COS-7 or S2 cells were harvested 24 or 72h after transfection, respectively, by low-speed centrifugation at 4�C. The cell pellet was

rinsed twice in 1xPBS buffer and resuspended in ice-cold lysis buffer (25 mM HEPES/KOH, 115 mM potassium acetate, 5 mM so-

dium acetate, 5 mMMgCl2, 0.5 mM EGTA, and 1% Triton X-100, pH 7.4) freshly supplemented with 1 mM ATP, 1 mM PMSF, 1 mM

DTT (for S2 cell lysate) and 1% (vol/vol) protease inhibitors (Sigma-Aldrich). Insoluble material was pelleted by centrifugation at full

speed at 4�C in a table-top microcentrifuge. Aliquots of the supernatant were snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80�C until

further use.

Single-molecule motility assay

HiLyte488- and biotin-labeled microtubules or HiLyte647-labeled microtubules were polymerized from purified tubulin and 10%

labeled tubulin (Cytoskeleton) in BRB80 buffer (80 mM PIPES/KOH pH 6.8, 1 mM MgCl2, and 1 mM EGTA) supplemented with

1 mM GTP and 2.5 mM MgCl2 at 37
�C for 30 min. 20 mM taxol in prewarmed BRB80 buffer was added and incubated at 37�C for

an additional 30 min to stabilize microtubules. Microtubules were stored in the dark at room temperature for further use.

For COS-7 cell lysates, a flow cell (�10 mL volume) was assembled by attaching a clean #1.5 coverslip (Fisher Scientific) to a glass

slide (Fisher Scientific) with two strips of double-sided tape. Polymerized microtubules were diluted in BRB80 buffer supplemented

with 10 mM taxol and then infused into the flow cell and incubated for 5 min at room temperature for nonspecific adsorption to the

coverslips. Subsequently, blocking buffer [15 mg/ml BSA and 10 mM taxol in P12 buffer (12 mM Pipes/KOH pH 6.8, 1 mM MgCl2,

1mMEGTA)] was infused and incubated for 5min. Finally, 0.5 mL cell lysate expressing the rat 3xmCit-tagged kinesinmotor inmotility

mixture [2 mM ATP, 0.4 mg/ml casein, 6 mg/ml BSA, 10 mM taxol, and oxygen scavengers (1 mMDTT, 1 mMMgCl2, 10 mM glucose,

0.2mg/ml glucose oxidase, and 0.08mg/ml catalase) in P12 buffer] was added and the flow cell was sealed with molten paraffin wax.

Images were acquired by TIRFmicroscopy using an inverted microscope Ti-E/B (Nikon) equipped with perfect focus system (Nikon),

a 1003 1.49 NA oil immersion TIRF objective (Nikon), three 20-mWdiode lasers (488 nm, 561 nm, and 640 nm) and an electron-multi-

plying charge-coupled device detector (iXon X3DU897; Andor Technology). Image acquisition was controlled using Nikon Elements

software and all assays were performed at room temperature (22�C). Images were acquired at 100 ms per frame for 300 frames.

For S2 cell lysates, glass-bottom dishes were plasma-cleaned and then amine-functionalized by incubating 1 hour in a vacuum

chamber with 100 uL aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (Sigma A3648). The surface was further functionalized with a solution of

mPEG and biotin-PEG (Laysan Bio MPEG-SVA-5000 and BIO-PEG-SVA-5000, respectively) to prevent non-specific protein adsorp-

tion while providing a specific attachment for biotinylated microtubules. Unreacted amine groups on the surface were removed by

incubation with disuccinimidyl tartrate (Soltec Bioscience CL108). A stainless steel cooler ring was installed on the coated glass

surface with vacuum grease. 0.5 mg/ml NeutrAvidin was infused into the cooler ring and incubated for 5 min at room temperature,

followed by aspirating the solution. The glass bottom was rinsed twice using blocking buffer (1mg/ml casein in BRB80 buffer). Sub-

sequently, polymerized Hilyte488- and biotin-labeledmicrotubules were diluted in BRB80 buffer supplemented with 10 mM taxol. The

diluted microtubules then were infused into the cooler ring and incubated for 5 min at room temperature for biotin-NeutrAvidin bind-

ing, followed by aspirating the solution. The glass bottom was rinsed twice using blocking buffer. Finally, 5 uL cell lysate expressing

octopus kinesin motor in motility mixture [2 mM ATP, 0.4 mg/ml casein, 6 mg/ml BSA, 10 mM taxol, and oxygen scavengers (1 mM

DTT, 1 mM MgCl2, 10 mM glucose, 0.2 mg/ml glucose oxidase, and 0.08 mg/ml catalase) in P12 buffer] was added into the cooler
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ring. Images were acquired by TIRF microscopy (603 1.49NA objective with a 1.6X zoom lens on an Olympus IX81 microscope base

with cellTIRF module, equipped with a 50mW 488nm laser and 100mW 561nm laser, imaged with an Andor iXon DU-897U EMCCD

camera). The sample was cooled with a bespoke sample chiller composed of an aluminum base cooled by a thermoelectric cooler

controlled by a PID controller (TE Technology). The cooler ring fits into a recess in the chilled base, with thermal contact made through

water deposited in the glass-bottom outside the cooler ring. Images were acquired at 200 ms per frame for 200 frames at room tem-

perature (21�C), or 100 ms per frame for 400 frames at 11�C.

Crystallization of synaptotagmin C2A domains
Plasmid constructs

Wild-type and edited (I248V) versions of octopus synaptotagmin-1 (Syt1) C2A domain (residues 145-273) were chemically synthe-

sized and cloned between the NdeI and XhoI sites of the p202 plasmid by Gibson assembly. Plasmids were then transformed

into DH5a E. coli cells and their sequences verified by Sanger sequencing.

Expression & purification of Syt1 C2A domains

The expression plasmids encoding wt and I248V C2A domains were transformed into BL21(DE3) cells using the Mix and Go kit from

Zymogen. Transformants were selected on kanamycin plates (50mg/ml) and inoculated into 10 ml of LB media + kanamycin and

grown to saturation. 10 ml of the confluent cells were then inoculated into 1L of Terrific Broth. Cells were grown at 37�C until the

OD600 reached�2.0, then the cells were chilled to 18�Cwhile shaking at 250 rpm. 400 mMof IPTGwas added to induce gene expres-

sion and the cultures were grown for an additional 18 hours at 18�C. Cells were harvested by centrifugation, frozen in liquid nitrogen

and stored at -80�C until needed.

Cell pellets were thawed on ice and resuspended in lysis buffer (100 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 300 mM NaCl). The cell suspension

was then lysed in a Microfluidics fluidizer and centrifuged in an SS-34 rotor for 45 minutes. The supernatant was passed through

a Ni2+-NTA affinity resin to select the His6-tagged-maltose-binding protein (MBP) fusion proteins. The column was washed with

250 ml of lysis buffer, then washed with 250 ml of lysis buffer plus 15 mM imidazole to remove any non-specific binding proteins.

The His-tagged-MBP-C2A proteins were eluted with lysis buffer plus 250 mM imidazole. The resulting fusion protein was then

cleaved overnight at 4�C with 1 mg of TEV protease to separate the MBP component from the C2A domain. After cleavage, the pro-

tein solution was purified further by ion exchange over a SAE-Sepharose column (Buffer A: 100mMHEPES, pH 7.4, Buffer B: 100mM

HEPES, pH 7.4 + 1M NaCl). The MBP eluted in the flow-through fraction while the C2A component eluted as a single peak during a

0 to 1 M salt gradient. The final step of the purification was over an 80 cm gel filtration column (Superdex 75) in lysis buffer plus

300 mM NaCl. All relevant protein peaks were analyzed using PAGE gels and imaged with the BioRad stainfree system.

Crystallization

The purified synaptotagmin C2A domains were concentrated to 20 mg/ml and screened for crystallization condition using the multi-

factorial approach. Multiple hits were discovered. For structure determination, Octopus Syt1 C2A crystals were grown on 31% PEG

4000 with 100 mM CHES, pH 9.3.

X-ray data collection, structure solution & refinement

Crystals were mounted in quartz capillary tubes and Cu-Ka X-ray data were collected at room temperature with a Rigaku Screen

Machine fitted with a Saturn CCD detector. Data were integrated and reduced using the HKL software package (Table S6). The res-

olution cutoff was selected using the CC1/2 values.

Molecular replacement (MR), as implemented in Phenix, was used to solve the structure. The ultra-high resolution structure of rat

synaptotagmin C2A (4wee) was used as the MR template. Multiple rounds of manual model fitting and X-ray refinement in Phenix81

were used to complete the structure of Octopus synaptotagmin C2A. Multi-conformer, anisotropic refinement was conducted.

Riding hydrogens were included. Solvent accessibility surface (SAS) of key residues was determined by the Shrake-Rupley SAS al-

gorithm as implemented in Biopython.82

Isothermal Titration Calorimetry

The Ca2+ binding affinity of the purified C2A domains was assessed using a nanoITC from TA Instruments/Waters (nWT=4, nI248V=6).

To remove any residual Ca2+ from the C2A samples prior to ITC analysis, we added 10 mM EDTA, pH 8.0 to the protein sample and

allowed it to equilibrate for 20 min on ice. A PD-10 buffer exchange column was then equilibrated with ‘‘Chelexed’’ buffer (40 mM

HEPES pH: 7.4, 150 mM NaCl). The C2A-EDTA solution was then concentrated to 1 ml and applied to the resin bed of the PD-10

column. The desalted C2A domain fractions were collected and pooled. 400 mM purified C2A domain was titrated against 10 mM

Ca2+ analyte at 10�C in 25 injections of 2 ml each. The mixer speed was set to 250 rpm. Data were processed using nanoAnalyze.

Temperature-sensitive RNA editing in the wild
Wild O. bimaculoides specimens were collected from Long Beach, CA, USA by Aquatic Research Consultants in September 2019

(n=4, T=21�C) and February 2022 (n=4, T=15�C). Specimens of Octopus bimaculatus were collected by SCUBA diving from Two

Harbors, CA on Santa Catalina Island in September 2019 (n=11, T=22�C) and February/March 2020 (n=11, T=16�C). Temperatures

were recorded at the capture sites for both species with HOBO pendant temperature data loggers (Onset) deployed for 4-9 weeks

preceding animal capture (Figure S5). Species identifications were confirmed by amplicon sequencing of cytochrome c oxidase

I (COI) containing species-specific sequences (Data S1).
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Animals were euthanized by immersion in 2% ethanol for 5 minutes followed by 5% ethanol for 5 minutes. Stellate ganglia were

then immediately dissected, stored in RNAlater, and processed identically to those for the ‘‘time course of changes in RNA editing’’

samples.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Temperature-sensitive editing site discovery
To search for differential editing between the cold and warm samples from the initial 12-day temperature acclimation experiments,

we first aligned the reads to the Octopus bimaculoides genome60 using Bowtie2 with local alignment configuration and default pa-

rameters.83 Editing was quantified for 105,975 previously identified sites within the coding sequence (Liscovitch-Brauer et al.48;

Table S5), using the REDItools command REDItoolKnown with the following parameters: -v 0 -n 0.001 -c 0 -t 2 -q �30 -m 40.84

For this analysis, we considered only editing sites covered by at least 100 reads in each of the twelve samples (62,661 sites). Sites

with significant differential editing were identified using two one-tailed t-tests with a Benjamini–Hochberg multiple-testing correction

(separately for each of the one-tailed tests; false discovery rate (FDR) % 0.1).

Temperature-sensitive editome analyses
Assessments of editome-wide patterns

Depending on their position, many edits are capable of recoding a codon. Among the 16 possible codon substitutions by A-to-I RNA

editing (Figure S2A), we assessed whether there was a systemic temperature-induced bias towards different kinds of amino acid

recoding. Firstly, amino acids were grouped according to whether they are nonpolar, polar, positively-charged, or negatively-

charged as outlined in Figure S2B. Then, changes were categorized as either inter-group (‘‘changed’’) or intra-group (‘‘same’’).

The proportion of these events amongst warm-induced, temperature insensitive or cold-induced sites was compared using pairwise

chi-squared tests with Bonferroni-adjusted p-values. Similarly, editing-induced amino acid substitutions were also grouped based

on their BLOSUM80 score, as provided by the Biostrings R package.87 To test for statistical significance, we applied pairwise t-tests

for the difference in scores between the original and recoded amino acid.

To test whether the differences between the groups may be due to differences in the distribution of editing levels, we constructed

matched groups with similar editing level distributions. All significant differences remained significant after controlling for editing

levels, except for the comparison of BLOSUM80 score between the cold and warm groups.

In addition, we also determined which protein traits (expressed as Uniprot keywords) were enriched in temperature-sensitive sites.

The DAVID Functional Annotation tool v 6.888 was used to test for enrichment in transcripts containing a cold-induced recoding edit-

ing site with >10% increase in editing (n=571) compared to all transcripts with recoding sites (n=5417). Uniprot Keywords were

considered significant when FDR < 0.05. The position of the large temperature-sensitive recoding sites within membrane-associated

proteins (n=218) was predicted with DeepTMHMM89 to assess whether recoding edits are biased towards transmembrane

segments.

Potential mechanisms of temperature-sensitivity

One possible mechanism to induce temperature-sensitive RNA editing is a change in expression of ADARs, the catalytic enzymes

that induce A-to-I RNA editing. To assess this possibility, RNASeq reads were quasimapped to the octopus exome60 using Salmon

(v0.8.2)85 with default parameters. The expression (transcripts per million, TPM) of both catalytic paralogs (ADAR1, Oc-

bimv22018643m and ADAR2, Ocbimv22009676m) was compared between warm and cold samples using a t-test.

Another popular hypothesis to explain cold-induced RNA editing is a higher stability of dsRNA structure at lower temperature. To

assess this possibility, we folded RNA sequences at 13 and 22�C to examine whether changes in dsRNA stability can explain higher

observed % editing in the cold. Nucleotide sequences of the editing site flanked by 400 basepairs on each side were compiled from

both the genome and exome sequences. Although RNA editing has traditionally been thought to occur mainly in the nucleus during

transcription, we assessed both pre-mRNA and mature mRNA because cephalopods have been demonstrated to exhibit abundant

editing of mature mRNA in the cytoplasm as well as pre-mRNA in the nucleus.97 We found the lowest energy structure for each

sequence at 295.15K and 286.15K using Fold from the RNAStructure package94 with default parameters. Then, the substructure sur-

rounding the editing site was extracted using bpRNA,95 and for generating a single RNA sequence, we connected its two arms by 7

‘‘N’’ base-pairs. We recalculated this substructure’s free energy (DG) using Fold, taking the most probable structure. Sites for which

the editing site didn’t reside in a dsRNA segment in the most probable structure were assigned DG = 0.

Lastly, we also examined differential expression of known ADAR-interacting proteins with temperature. RNASeq reads were

quasimapped to the octopus transcriptome60 using Salmon (v0.8.2)85 with default parameters. Transcriptome-wide differential

expression due to temperature was then analyzed using DESeq2 (v1.36.0).92 Estimated counts were generated from abundance us-

ing length-scaled TPM. Estimated log2-fold changes were adjusted using the adaptive Student’s t prior shrinkage estimator from the

‘apeglm’ package.93 Significantly differentially-expressed genes were identified as those with adjusted p-values < 0.05. Amongst the

differentially-expressed genes, we searched for octopus genes homologous to human genes that are known to interact with human

ADAR1 or ADAR2 in human cell lines. Known ADAR-interacting proteins were compiled from BioGRID (v4.4.219)98 utilizing only

those with in vivo evidence of interaction (e.g. affinity capture, n=370) and from Freund et al.64 (n=243). To identify homologs, we

used BLAST90 and searched for an octopus hit to each human interactor query. If there was one or more octopus hits with a
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BLAST e-value < 1e-5 and covering >50% of the query gene’s length, the hit with the lowest e-value was defined as the octopus

homolog.

Time course of changes in RNA editing
The temporal dynamics of the changes in editing in response to temperature were quantified for the cold-to-warm and warm-to-cold

experiments. The difference in editing level from each timepoint to the next was quantified for each of the 18 sites assessed. Paired

t-tests were conducted for each timeshift with p-values adjusted for multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni method.

Due to a constraint in the number of individuals, the time-course experiments were completed after 96 hours. To estimate whether

the editing levels observed at this point had reached a steady-state, the values were compared to the editing levels at the same sites

at the completion of the long-term temperature acclimation study. Because the short- and long-term studies differed in their temper-

atures by 1-2�C, the editing level values from the short-term studies were ‘‘prorated’’ accordingly based on the Dediting level

observed from the long-term experiment, assuming a linear relationship between DT and Dediting level. The linearity assumption

has been verified in squid (data not shown). The ‘‘prorated’’ editing levels were then compared to the long-term experiment values

using a paired t-test.

Single molecule motility assays of kinesin
From the movies, maximum-intensity projections were generated to highlight microtubule-based events and kymographs were pro-

duced by drawing an ROI along microtubule tracks (width=3 pixels) using Fiji/ImageJ280 (Figure S4D). Motile events that lasted >=4

pixels were included in the analysis. Motile events were defined as events with a change in position over time and motor velocity was

calculated as the run length (x axis of the kymograph) divided by the time (y axis of the kymograph). Stationary events were defined as

events with no change in position over time.

Statistical analysis was performed and graphs were generated using Prism software (GraphPad). The comparisons between WT

and mutant at room temperature and 11�C were made by using a two-tailed t-test. 70-100 motile events were evaluated for octopus

kinesin-1 and >400motile events were evaluated for rat kinesin-1 across 2-3 independent experiments. The temperature sensitivities

of WT and mutant were calculated using the Q10 function from the ‘respirometry’ R package.91

Temperature-sensitive RNA editing in the wild
Temperature-sensitivity between winter and summer samples was assessed using t-tests in R.86
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Supplemental figures

Figure S1. Water temperature of aquarium tanks preceding and during long-term temperature incubation experiments, related to Figures 1

and 2

Each vertical line represents 1 day.
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Figure S2. Amino acid recoding events, related to Figure 2

(A) Among the 16 amino acid substitutions possible due to A-to-I RNA editing, some were enriched or depleted among warm-induced sites (red), temperature-

insensitive (gray), or cold-induced sites (blue).

(B) Four polarity-based categories of amino acids, used to determine if a recoding event changes the category of the encoded amino acid (Figure 2).
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Figure S3. Possible mechanisms for temperature-dependent editing, related to STAR Methods

(A) mRNA expression levels (TPM) of ADAR1 and ADAR2, estimated for the long-term acclimation samples, are comparable at cold and warm temperatures (t

test, ADAR1: p = 0.79, ADAR2: p = 0.40).

(B and C) The free energies of the local dsRNA structures surrounding editing sites decrease in the cold, but the decrease is not correlated with the temperature

sensitivity of editing. (B) Changes in the free energies (DG) of the local pre-mRNA (genomic sequences) dsRNA structure upon changing the temperature from

22�C to 13�C. (C) As in (B), for transcriptomic (mRNA) sequences.

(D) Many putative ADAR interactors exhibited an increased mRNA expression in the cold. Far more transcripts exhibited cold-induced than warm-induced

expression. The horizontal dashed line marks adjusted p = 0.05.
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Figure S4. Kinesin methodology, related to Figure 4

(A) The edited lysine residue (K282; equivalent to K283 in human and rat KIF5) is universally conserved in 162 species across four phyla of kinesin-1 sequences

available on NCBI.

(B) Schematic of the domain organization of octopus and rat kinesin-1 proteins. Formotility assays, the autoinhibitory stalk and tail domains were deleted, yielding

constructs containing just themotor and dimerizing stalk domains (amino acids 1–558 of octopus kinesin-1 KIF5 and 1–559 of rat kinesin-1 KIF5C). The position of

the edited lysine residue is shown.

(C) Representative kymographs from single-molecule motility assays of WT and edited rat KIF5C(1–559)-3xmCit protein at RT and quantification of the effects on

motor velocity and run length. Comparisons were made with t tests.

(D) Representative kymographs from single-molecule motility assays of octopus KIF5(1–558)-Halo as visualized by TIRF microscopy at both room temperature

(RT) and 11�C.
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Figure S5. Water temperature near Two Harbors, CA on Santa Catalina Island (for Octopus bimaculatus) and Long Beach, CA (for Octopus

bimaculoides) in the weeks preceding capture, related to Figure 6

Each x axis tick mark spans 1 week.
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